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The next step is the end of the plane crash!

But only in this way can it be possible to arrive before.

Soon, I saw a flash of fire rushing through the channel extremely fast!

That is the Golden Eagle fighter has already started to burn.
Bear the speed and strength it shouldn’t have!

“Fak! God! What did I see?”

On the other side, the Black Hawk agent’s fighter saw the Daxia Golden Eagle fighter suddenly speeding
up!

Also doubled the speed!

This is incredible!

However, seeing the Golden Eagle fighter plane burning at extreme speed, he understood.

Levi Garrison is desperate!

There is no way out!

Levi Garrison also caught up with him at his extreme speed!

Time passed by every minute and every second.

It’s getting closer and closer to the location of Super Spirit Vessel!

Two aircraft are about to arrive.

But at this moment.

Suddenly a golden eagle fighter plane that was braving in flames arrived one step ahead of schedule.

“The fighter can’t bear it! It’s about to explode!”

Shouted the driver.

Especially seeing the two aircraft that are about to rush.

“Destroy them! Use all weapons! Hurry, hurry!”

Shouted the brain of God.

You have to destroy the aircraft with a weapon at once, so that the self-destruct program can’t be
activated.

“Boom boom boom…”

The Golden Eagle took the risk of destroying the aircraft and launched all weapons together.

However, these two aircraft cannot be locked at all, so they can only be used for coverage strikes.

Spread out all the firepower…

However, among the programs set up by the God’s Brain for the two aircraft, one is escort in nature,
and the other is to be protected.

Suddenly there were two aircraft, one in the front and the other in the back.

One protects the other!

See that the aircraft is automatically protected.

God’s brain is also very troubled.

This is a dead program!

Since it started, there is no way to stop it!

They were too impulsive for revenge at the beginning!

Too absolute!

Everything is dead!

